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What is Engineering Support Transformation (EST)?
EST will trial technologies that can improve the way the MoD strategically manages its assets throughout their lifecycle.

Problem Statement

There is inconsistent application of engineering support across the Defence Support business leading to inefficient solutions in 

managing our assets and supporting our equipment.

Technological opportunities to improve legacy support arrangements in engineering support are slow to be adopted, which in turn 

affects the support solutions developed for new platforms.

Proposed Solution

EST will look to maximise the principles of Strategic Asset Management practice (from other sectors and other parts of Defence) to 

provide more effective decision making, leading to more efficient outcomes for the Support enterprise as a whole. 

Approach

EST will employ new technologies to test solutions and enable the identification of best practice approach across engineering support, 

including but not limited to:

Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) and Health and 

Usage Monitoring Systems (HUMS)

Engineering Support Policies and Standards

Digital Twins

Digital Tools improvement plan Commercial Partnerships and Models

Fleet & Portfolio Management



EST and Asset Management
What we’ve done and where we’re going with Asset Management…

Hypothesis- Discovery report (19/20) highlighted the need for 

transformation activity across the Engineering Support Environment. The 

Outline Business Case (OBC) was approved in May 2021, releasing  

funding.

Further Assessment and the delivery of three accelerator projects 

refined the approach and thinking and highlighted the criticality (and the 

maturity) of Strategic Asset Management across Support.  

Asset Management Implementation MoD will write the Eng Sp Asset 

Management Implementation Plan (a hybrid of Whtte Paper and a 

Strategy ) by Sep 22. Collaboration with DE&S, FLCs, SDA and Industry 

(through TDI) will be vital to inform.

Roll-out, once we have decided on ‘the how,’ we will need to maintina 

momentum and coherence and implement at pace.  This will be 

coordinated through the EST Campaign Plan.
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How is SAM being delivered through EST?
The use of the IAM model allows us to consider the framework of the implementation plan that will deliver SAM principles across the Defence engineering 

Support enterprise.

IAM Conceptual Model EST Themes

• EngSup Policy

• EngSup Standards

• Digital Platforms & 

Assets

• Fleet & Portfolio 

Management

• Design for Support

• Enhanced M&R

• Commercial 

Partnerships

• Intelligent strategic 

asset manager

• Culture of 

Collaboration

• Exploitation of CBM 

& HUMS

• IS & Data 

Management

• EngSup Assurance

• EngSup 

Governance

• Understand MOD’s capability requirements

• Developing training requirements for MOD 

relating to asset management

• Appoint an MOD Asset Management 

champion/owner (FMC?)

• Develop & implement SAM training plan(s)

• Develop plan to implement and update 

policies that drive consistent SAM practice 

using Pilots outcomes

• Appoint a MOD Asset Management 

champion/owner

• Implement a pan-Defence SAM policy

• Short term: improving information & data

• Long term: changing governance processes 

around decision making 

• Set PEx KPIs and targets from investment 

approvals to end of life that are consistent 

across Defence and the asset lifecycle

• Testing hypotheses through Pilots 

• Working collaboratively with industry

• Reducing reliance on industry for capability

• Mature approaches to in-life and end-of-life 

asset decisions between all TLBs through 

equipment lifecycle

• Delivering Pilots to test hypotheses around 

accessing and using better data and 

information to drive value from assets

• Work with DE&S and Commercial to 

understand access and ownership of IPR

• Deploy information management standards

• Improving monitoring of health and 

condition metrics at asset and fleet level

• Embedding better understanding of how to 

drive value from assets and equipment

• Consider environmental sustainability 

implications in all decisions

Activities EST must lead Activities EST must support delivery of
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Approach to Pilots
.Investing in pilots at the component/platform level will give the evidence to understand the organisational level at which technologies provide most 

value to the enterprise

You must understand 

your needs and 

activity at the 

component/part level 

to understand your 

asset.

Component

You must understand 

your needs and 

activity at the asset 

level to understand 

your fleet.

Asset

You must understand 

your needs and 

activity at the fleet 

level to understand 

your force-wide fleet.

Fleet

You must understand 

your needs and 

activity at the fleet of 

fleets level to 

understand your 

capability.

Fleet of fleets

By understanding 

your capability, you 

can drive value 

through the entire 

Defence Support 

system.

Capability

OF4/C1

Team

OF5/B1-2

Project

1*

Programme

2*

Sub-portfolio

3*

Portfolio



Next Steps
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Maintain the plan ensuring we continue to develop coherence with adjacent 
programmes

Continue to develop pilot activity with the Front Line Commands that give us 
evidence on where the value to the enterprise is

Develop the SAM Implementation Plan by Sep – this requires TDI input


